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Welcome to s.id
The Best and The Shortest Name for Your Campaign Tool
🏡MicrositeShortener
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Microsite
Compact, Elegant, and Flexible
Create a seamless online hub that adapts to your needs, allowing you to share multiple links through a single, visually appealing landing page. Elevate your digital identity with a compact, elegant, and flexible Microsite.


What's Included?

Click to Tracks
Know how many times your links and button was clicked.





Various Components
Expand your microsite potential with various components.





Fully Customized
Customize your microsite to match your brand identity.




Learn More














Shortener
Simple, fast, and memorizable
Experience the pinnacle of convenience with our cutting-edge URL Shortener service, designed to encapsulate the essence of simplicity, speed, and memorability.





Built-in Analytics
Track click-through rates, geographic insights, and referral sources, all within a single, user-friendly dashboard.





Protected Links
Safely share confidential documents, premium resources, and sensitive information. Granting access only to authorized users.





Time-Based Links
Make your links timely and relevant, set expiration dates for your shared links, add a sense of urgency and enhance their relevance.




What is s.id?
s.id is a free platform that provides easy and comprehensive tools to quickly create a microsite for bio link and a free link shortening service for creating short and easy-to-remember links that can be used to promote your website or product.
These s.id links are perfect for social media campaigns, email marketing, and other promotional activities. Designed to help businesses, influencers, and creative individuals create a professional presence on the web without the need for technical skills.



Feature Highlights
We provide from basic to advance feature for your needs



Link Shortener
s.id Links are often used by businesses and individuals who want to make their links more shareable, easier to use, and for creating user-friendly links that are easy to remember.



Microsite Builder
Also Called Bio link are often used on their social media profiles, online resumes or CV's, and professional networking websites.



Analytics
To track the performance of your s.id links, to identify trends and patterns in link usage, and to make informed decisions about how to optimize link performance.
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Life and Beyond


Long links have been shortened



Microsite for biolink has been created



Links and Microsite Visitor per day

24hr/7
Links monitored to make safe & secure


Official Partners

Want to Partner with Us?
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